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Apologies Lisa Artis 

 

DM No agenda. We are currently looking at School Improvement plan so this is chance for your input.  

DM Is there anything that is really burning out there at the moment.  

RE some issues with KS1 middle door not opening on time in the morning. 

DM unfortunately I open that door and sometimes I get caught up with a phone call or a parent 

SF Uniform has lots of positive comments.  

KF Some reports that jumpers have gone a bit bobbly.  Quite expensive for quality.  

SF quality of skirt is very good.  

DM I will report back to suppliers on poor quality of a batch 

RE What about the coats 

DM I can’t make people buy the coats. Some people have ordered them and I have put a reminder on 

parent mail 

DM thinking about ways forward for our school. I will give out pieces of paper and we will work in pairs 

to think of ways to move our school forward. Your ideas can go into subject action plans. Next meeting I 

would like to focus on reading and the new reading scheme.  

DM these will not be taken as criticism, but a way of us all moving things forward.  

SF Communication is an issue for some an example is Purple day. Is it uniform and purple or all purple 

DM Can be anything purple with the uniform, but if somebody wants to go completely purple that is OK 

too. 

RE I fully understood what you meant on the newsletter- it was clear. You will never be clear enough as 

everyone reads things differently. It was really clear. 



EM Are you doing Pudsey? 

DM Yes. We will be holding a Big Breakfast and a cake sale but children will not need to dress up. We are 

having a Christmas jumper day. Not necessarily a bought one – it can be  a trim up day. Both of these 

events are listed on the newsletter. 

DM shared the School improvement priorities that have been discussed with staff and governors. The 

Key ones being Reading across the school and girls in maths- boys really excel but girls progress is closer 

to the national average. 

LM Is the reading designed to promote pleasure for reading or make them more proficient readers 

DM In KS1 phonics and in KS2 understanding and reading more frequently plus developing a love of 

reading. 

There was a discussion about reading diaries. 

DM The reading diary is not a message book. Please put it in a note. I want the staff to be reading with 

the children not doing admin. This might be contrary to what parents have been told in previous years, 

but the changes to the curriculum mean that staff are flat out trying to meet the standard and doing 

interventions with children. 

LM The reading focus is very important. The children I teach at my high school have no enjoyment in 

reading. 

The Forum made the following points regarding how the school could move forward over the next 

academic year. 

Designated spaces for reading 

 Reading corners in all classrooms (with the building work this could become possible) 

 Intervention space for KS2. When people come in to school to read with children or children 

are in interventions they are in corridors and it is not very private. 

Promote reading for pleasure 

 A whole school bookworm display where children can contribute and it goes round the school 

 KS1 book club as  KS2 have one. (Mrs Marsh said she would enjoy running/helping with one) 

DM said that it was good in many ways that members found this challenging as it shows that parents are 

generally very happy with what the school is doing. Everyone was thanked for their time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


